CASE STUDY | DISCOVERY

Connecting
With Core Audiences
How we developed a campaign that improved
engagement online and around the world.

DISCOVERY is loyalty program that represents 32 independent

Local Experiences. With DISCOVERY, you’re able to earn once-in-a-

luxury hotel brands and more than 500 global properties. Hotels

life experiences during your hotel stay, like sunset cocktails in the

and resorts within the DISCOVERY alliance offer anything but

Serengeti, afternoon tea at Toronto’s grandest hotel, or a private

cookie-cutter travel experiences. Designed for the modern global

tour of Great Wall of China. The rewards immerse you into the

explorer, properties in the DISCOVERY loyalty program are filled with

destination and enrich your overall travel experience.

character — featuring accommodations, services and amenities
that reflect the culture and traditions of their locations.

Since its launch in 2004, the DISCOVERY loyalty program had
achieved tremendous success, adding more luxury hotel brands to

When guests stay at one DISCOVERY property, they earn privileges

its alliance, expanding its reach around the globe and welcoming

and benefits at the other destinations in the global alliance. Unlike

millions of members to the program. Throughout those years,

traditional hotel loyalty programs that hand out points to guests,

AvreaFoster has enabled DISCOVERY to continually evolve its

DISCOVERY rewards travelers with something entirely different —

marketing outreach and strengthen its global brand.
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32

G LO B A L B RA N D S

500+
H OTE LS AND
R E S O RTS

78

10M+

CO U N TRI E S

M E M B E RS

T HE C H AL L E NGE : B R E AKING
T HR O U G H T H E O NLINE C LUTTE R

T H E P ROCESS : CREAT I N G A
COM M U N I CAT I ON S ROA D M A P

In 2017, the DISCOVERY program reached an important milestone:

While DISCOVERY had embarked on membership promotions in the

welcoming its 10 millionth member. DISCOVERY needed a

past, the team had never taken on a campaign of this magnitude

promotional campaign that celebrated this occasion and thanked

— one that involved DISCOVERY-owned channels, hotel-branded

its membership, while also increasing online engagement with

channels and outside paid media.

current members and new prospects.
As part of the strategic planning process, AvreaFoster
When building the outreach plan for this milestone campaign,

conducted an analysis of potential outreach channels and

DISCOVERY’s internal marketing team realized more than traditional

developed a communications road map. The strategy outlined

tactics were needed to promote this historic occasion. So they relied

the paths for existing members as well as new prospects —

on their strategic team at AvreaFoster to develop a communication

with clear customer journeys that extended across paid

plan that extended across multiple channels.

media as well as the program’s email, web and social channels,

WE D EL I V ERED
• Promotional emails
• Website promos
• Social media assets
• Landing pages
• Display advertisements
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including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Each customer journey also outlined a
different call to action based on potential audiences. In addition, AvreaFoster played
a crucial role in defining the promotion strategy by creating contest themes,

T H E RES U LTS

outlining a prize structure and defining timing and launch dates.

T HE R E S U LTS : R E AC H ING NE W M ILE STON ES

214%

INCREASE IN
W EB T RA F F I C

514%

INCREASE IN
FAC E B O O K
TRA F F I C

The 10-in-10 promotion is DISCOVERY’s most successful campaign to date with
64,000 contest entries over the 10-day period — more than any other promotion.
Traffic to the DISCOVERY website increase by 214% over the previous year with a
remarkable 33% increase in bookings.
DISCOVERY reached new travelers through paid display and Facebook ads, which
garnered 3 million impressions and nearly 500 new enrollments in the program.
The campaign also spurred engagement across all of DISCOVERY’s digital channels
with current members and new prospects. The campaign’s promotional emails
achieved an 8.6% open rate, with a staggering 13% open rate for typically inactive

40%

INCREASE IN
EN R O L L M E N TS

33%

INCREASE IN
BOOKINGS

users. Plus, nearly 3,000 members downloaded the DISCOVERY app. And Facebook
traffic increase by 514%, with a 41% increase in followers.
The campaign’s success, which was built on a clearly defined communications plan
and a smartly executed promotional strategy, resulted in higher engagement, increased
web traffic and trackable revenue for this increasingly popular global loyalty program.

The project case study is produced by AvreaFoster. Bringing clarity to the complex is
a copyright and trademark of AvreaFoster Inc. All other trademarks and logos are the
property of their respective owners.
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